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Abstract 

This paper presents empirical evidence on the seasonal patterns in several UK macroeconomic 
variables, additional to related evidence reported in Osborn (International Journal of Forecasting 
(1990), 6, 327-336). The method used is a test procedure for seasonal unit roots that allows parameters 
to vary over the seasons. This extension of currently applied procedures can select between seasonal 
and periodic integration. In a small Monte Carlo experiment, this new method is evaluated with respect 
to two rival procedures. The empirical results for the UK variables indicate that many of these are 
periodically integrated. The implications of this outcome on modelling and forecasting are discussed. 
One of the implications is that a periodic error correction model for the univariate series can 
outperform non-periodic models with respect to forecasting. 
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1. Introduction and summary 

Recently, Osborn (1990) has carried out a survey of seasonality in 30 UK macroeconomic variables. 
The methods tested, e.g. seasonal unit roots, are those developed in Hylleberg et al. (1990) [HEGY] 
and in Osborn et al. (1988) [OCSB]. A common characteristic of these methods is the assumption that 
the parameters do not vary over the seasons, i.e. that the time series can be described by non-periodic 
models. However, since there is evidence that periodic models can have an improved forecasting 
performance over non-periodic models [see, for example, Osborn and Smith (1989)], it seems 
worthwhile to consider methods for the investigation of seasonal patterns that include periodic 
processes. The purpose of the present paper is to survey the evidence on seasonality in UK 
macroeconomic variables to be obtained by applying a periodic extension of the HEGY method. We 
further evaluate, via a limited simulation exercise, the effects that periodic data-generating processes 
have on the outcomes of the two non-periodic test methods. 
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In section 2 we briefly review the three methods. Detailed accounts of their properties can be found 
in the corresponding references. In section 3, a limited simulation exercise is carried out. In section 4 
we report on the results on UK macroeconomic time series. It turns out that many quarterly UK 
macroeconomic time series are periodically integrated, i.e. the time series are non-stationary and have 
time-varying parameters. In section 5 we discuss some of the implications of this outcome for modelling 
and forecasting. One conclusion is that an improvement in forecasting performance can be observed in 
the case where a univariate periodic error correction model is used. An extension to a periodic 
cointegration model is briefly discussed. In section 6 we conclude with some remarks. 

2. A review of methods 

Consider a quarterly observed time series, X,, where t = 1, . . , n. Many economic time series 
appear to be non-stationary, or integrated to some order, to be denoted as I(.). For quarterly time 
series the most often encountered cases are of type Z(d, D), where d and D are either 0 or 1. A series is 
said to be I(d, D) when the filter A:Ay is required for stationarity, where a filter is defined by 
n;y, = (I - B”)“yr = (1 - Bk)‘n-‘(yt - yrpk), with Ai = 1. For example, a series that is I( 1,O) requires 
the use of the A, filter to make the series stationary. 

One method of selecting between these filters for a non-stationary seasonal time series is proposed in 
Osborn et al. (1988). It amounts to estimating the auxiliary regression 

1 

A,A,X,=~n,D.,,+B,A,X,~,+PZA,X,~l+~~,A,A,X,~,+u,, (I) 
s=l r=, 

where each D,, is a seasonal dummy variable. It can be derived that decisions on the order of 
integration are related to the significance of p, and &. When /?, = & = 0, the series X, is Z(1, l), and 
when they are both unequal to zero, the series is stationary, i.e. Z(0, 0). When p, < 0 and & = 0, the 
series is Z(0, l), and when fl, = 0 while p2 < 0, the series is I( l,O). See Osborn (1990) for additional 
details and for critical values of several test statistics. 

The method to test for seasonal unit roots developed in HEGY considers the selection between 
Z(0, 0), Z(0, l), Z(1, 0) and some intermediate cases which are characterized by the fact that (1 - B4) 
equals (1 - B)( 1 + B)( 1 - iB)( 1 + iB). Hence, an application of the A, filter assumes the presence of 
the non-seasonal unit root 1 and of the seasonal unit roots -1 and +-i. The HEGY method allows one 
to find, for example, the roots ? i, and thus the application of the (1 + B2) filter to establish 
stationarity. The auxiliary regression for the HEGY approach is 

A4.Y = P + m,Z,,r_, + 7r2-%,,p, + G&2 + 774-&, + i @4x,-, + u, > (2) 
i=I 

where Z_L can include a constant, seasonal dummies and trend, and where the values of Zj are defined by 
Z,, = (1 + B + B’ + B”)X,, Z,, = (-1+ B - B* + B”)X, and Z,, = (-1 + B’)X,. When all n, are zero, 
the process X, is Z(0, l), and when they are all unequal to 0, the process is stationary. Evidence has 
been found for the root 1 when r, is 0, for the root -1 when r2 = 0 and for the roots -ti when 
n3 = rr3 = 0. See HEGY for the details and also for the critical values of the t statistics for n, and rr2 and 
for the F statistic for the hypothesis rx = nd = 0. In Franses (1991a) the HEGY approach is applied to 
monthly data and the conclusions show that the assumption of too many roots can have a considerable 
impact on forecasting. 

A common characteristic of the auxiliary regressions in (1) and (2) is that the parameters are 
assumed to be constant over the seasons. A periodic approach that allows the parameters to vary 
assumes that X, can be modelled as a periodic autoregressive process [PAR] of order p [see Franses 
(1993) for more details]. The process can be expressed as 
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(3) 

where the autoregressive parameters vary over the seasons. If we decompose the values of X, into four 
subseries, say x,r, which are the annual series of the observations per quarter, and stack these values of 
x,,~ into a vector of quarters [VQ], say xr, xr can be modelled as 

A,,x, = p + A ,xT-, + . . .A,,,x~-,~, + ET (4) 

In the above equation the value of m depends on the p in (3), A,, is a lower triangular matrix, and the 
values of p and &r are (4 x 1) vectors of means and errors, respectively, and the values of A, are (4 X 4) 
parameter matrices. For example, a PAR(l) can be written as (4) with 

It is assumed that F,. - N,(O, a’Z). Note that the index T runs from 1 to n/4. 

For many economic time series, including those that will be discussed in section 4, it applies that 

A,,x, = p + A+,_, + &r (5) 

is an appropriate model. Rewriting this model into 

x,. = A,‘A ,x,-,+7++, (6) 

where w,. = A,; ’ E,. and r = A,y’p., one obtains a vector autoregressive process of order 1 for xr. 
The VQ method to test for seasonal unit roots amounts to applying the Johansen and Juselius (1990) 

cointegration method to the model in (6) or to checking whether (6) can be rewritten as 

A,x,. = (A,,‘!, - Z)x,_, + 7 + wT 

=cYp’x,_,+T+wT, (7) 

where LY and p are (4 x r) matrices with 0 < r < 4 and where r is the number of cointegration vectors. 
The matrix p represents the cointegration space. The CY parameters reflect the dynamic adjustment to 
disequilibrium errors. Note that the A, filter for xr corresponds to the A, filter for X,. 

It can be recognized that this A, filter for X, assumes that there are no cointegration relations 
between the elements x,r and that if x, is stationary, the elements x,r are stationary. Hence, A, implies 
that r = 0, and stationarity of the x,~~ implies that r = 4. Intermediate cases are established by finding 
one, two or three cointegration relations. Suppose one detects three such relations, and suppose that 
the cointegration space p can be spanned by the vectors (1, -1, 0, 0)', (0.1, -1,0)’ and (0, 0, 1, - 1)‘. 
In this case one has found evidence for the need of the A, filter. This is because these restrictions imply 
that the variables xdT - x3r, x3r - x2r and x2r - xIT are stationary. This assumption can be tested with 
the techniques developed in Johansen and Juselius (1990). Similarly, restrictions like (1, +l), in the 
case of three cointegration relations, refer to the presence of the seasonal unit root -1 since (1, + 1) 
corresponds to the (1 + B) filter. When two cointegration relations appear to be present and it holds 
true that xdT - xZT and x37. - x,r are stationary, then one can apply the (1 - B2) filter. Extension to 
other combinations of unit roots is straightforward. 

It can thus be seen that the VQ method generalizes the HEGY approach, since it allows testing for 
(non-)seasonal unit roots in a periodic model. When the x,r series in (6) are replaced by A,x,.,., it can be 
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shown that the VQ method can also generalize the OCSB method. In case all restrictions related to 
(seasonal) unit roots are rejected, one can consider a univariate periodic error correction model 
(PECM), denoted as in (7), or more conveniently as 

A,A,x, = (Aoa)/3’xT-1 + ct + ET. 

where p’x7._, represents the error correcting variables and where the error term Ed is a vector white 
noise process in contrast to q.. Note that the adjustment parameters AOcz are not necessarily negative. 

3. A Monte Carlo study 

To evaluate the effects of periodic and non-periodic processes on the test results of the HEGY, 
OCSB and VQ approaches, we carried out a limited simulation experiment that focuses on the 
differences between the methods. For illustrative purposes, we consider the autoregressive model of 
order 1 for X,, with a possibility of periodically varying parameters. Extensions to higher order models 
and to models for A,X, and A,X,, i.e. I( 1,O) and Z(0, 1) processes, yield similar conclusions with respect 
to the effect of periodicity. 

Denoting E, as the vector of observations independently drawn from the standard N(0, 1) dis- 
tribution, the data generating processes (DGPs) are 

Table 1 

Testing for non-stationary (seasonal) behaviour with three different methods. The cells show the frequency of selecting an order 
of integration 

DGP“ Method” Order of integration’ 

Ito, 0) l(1.0) rto, I) 
6) OCSB 0.937 0.#61 0.002 

HEGY 0.802 0.146 0.006 
VQ 0.794 0.061 0.001 

(ii) OCSB 0.088 0.912 0.000 
HEGY 0.121 0.820 0.007 
VQ 0.258 0.379 0.002 

(iii) OCSB 0.949 0.048 0.003 
HEGY 0.758 0.187 0.009 
VQ 0.773 0.030 0.000 

(4 OCSB 0.967 0.015 0.018 

HEGY 0.812 0,133 0.011 

VQ 0.833 0.023 0.001 

W OCSB 0.173 0.722 0.047 

HEGY 0.026 0.753 0.159 

VQ 0.067 0.032 0.000 

* The number of replications is 5000. The data-generating processes can be found in Eqs. (S)-(9). The E, values for these DGPs 

are equal. 
h The methods OCSB, HEGY and VQ are discussed in the text around Eqs. (1). (2) and (31, respectively. In this case, the 

HEGY and VQ method do not incorporate the 1(1,1) process. 

’ The numbers in the cells do not necessarily add to 1, e.g. one can also find the presence of root - 1 in the HEGY method, and 
this does not translate into the I(d. D) notation. Furthermore, the number of times the OCSB method opts for the 1(1,1) order 

is not reported. The test outcomes are based on a 5% significance level for the OCSB an HEGY methods. and on a 10% level 

for the VQ method. This is because the QCSB and HEGY methods use several tests at a 5% level. The overall significance 

Level is then also about 10%. The VQ model is of order 1. The number of fags in the test equations for the HEGY and OCSB 

methods are set equal to that number p, p = 5, . ,O. for which there appeared to be no significant autocorrelation. 
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(0 x, = 0.5x,_, + E, , (9) 

(ii) x, = 0.9x,_, + E, ) (10) 

(iii) x, =0.5X,_, + *,;‘z8, ) with +l~~ = 1.25, J/2 =0.8, 1(/3 = 0.5, $J~ = 2.0, (11) 

(iv> x, = 4J-, + E, 3 with 4, = 0.2, Cp: =0.4, & = 0.6, & =0.8, (12) 

and 

W X, = s4,X,-1 + &, ‘_ with+,=1.25, &=O.S, &=0.9, +,=1.11. (13) 

The index s indicates that the parameter varies over the seasons. The fifth process is a periodically 
integrated autoregressive model of order 1 [see Osborn and Smith (1989)]. This is because the product 
of the # parameters equals 1, i.e. ~~#*~~#~ = 1, but not all & are equal to 1. A property of model (13), 
with respect to the VQ approach in (7), is that there are three cointegration relations between the 
elements x sT and that the restrictions (1, -1) are not valid. Therefore this process is not of the I(d, D) 

type. 
The results in Table 1 show the frequencies of the selection of a filter /(d, L)), where d and D are 

either 0 or 1. The true order is 1(01 0) in the cases of (i) through (iv), and it is clear that, with respect to 
detecting this order, the OCSB method outperforms the other methods for the DGPs (i), (iii) and (iv). 
The VQ method seems to be preferable for (ii), although the method still does not work well in nearly 
75% of the cases. Moreover, note that for (ii) the VQ approach is likely to indicate that X, is 
periodically integrated. Furthermore, it can be seen that changing variances do not dramatically affect 
the performance of either of the tests and that the OCSB method yields rather stable outcomes for (i), 
(iii) and (iv). 

The effect of a periodic process that is non-stationary, i.e. the model in (v), is displayed in the last 
rows of Table 1. In about 70% of the cases, the OCSB and HEGY methods indicate incorrectly that the 
time series is 1(1,0). On the other hand, the VQ approach finds an Z(d, 0) model in only 10% of the 
cases, leaving the remaining 90% to a periodically integrated model. 

4. UK macroeconomic variables 

A survey of seasonal patterns in UK macroeconomic time series is given in Osborn (1990). The 
methods used are the HEGY and the OCSB methods. For five of these series it is concluded that the 
series is 1(2,0), i.e. requires the use of the (1 - B)2 filter. In Franses (1991h) it is argued that the need 
for this filter may be established by one of the properties of the HEGY method, that is when the true 
DGP is a stationary AR(l) process, it seldom rejects the presence of the unit root 1. This is because the 
autocorrelations of the Z,, process [see below (2)] are of higher values than those of the original AR(l) 
process. Hence, in this section it is assumed that the order of integration is at most Z(0, 1). 

In Table 2, the results for 25 UK macroeconomic time series are displayed. The definitions and 
sample sizes of the series can be found in the appendix to Osborn (1990). The table only reports the 
results of the VQ and HEGY methods, since the VQ method is a periodic generalization of the HEGY 
approach. The HEGY outcomes are taken from Tabfe 2 in Osborn (1990). The order of the VQ model 
in (4) is set equal to 1, since preliminary analysis, i.e. the estimation of PAR(p) processes like (3), 
indicated that only the parameter matrices A, and A, contain non-zero elements. 

Several conclusions can now be drawn from Table 2. The first is that, as far as the VQ method is 
concerned, none of these UK series appears to be of order I(0, l), since r = 0 is not detected. This 
implies that the use of the A, filter for these time series would result in overdifferencing. The second 
conclusion is that, when the VQ approach indicates that a series is I( 1, 0), in most instances so also does 
the HEGY method. For example, a series like stock prices, which one would expect to be a A, series, is 
found to be so by both methods. The third conclusion to be drawn is that the seasonal unit roots -1 and 
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Tahle 2 

Evidence of seasonality in UK macroeconomic variables 

Variahlc 

GDP 
Consumption 

Durahles 

Non-durables 

Government 

consumption 

Investment 

Private 

Public 

Stockbuilding 

Trade balance 
Exports 

Imports 

Factor 

adjustment 

Real income 

Employment 

Vacancies 

Workforce 

Productivity 

Earnings 
Prices 

Stock prices 
MO 

M4 

Interest rate 

Exchange rate 

HEGY” 

Roots 

tl, i-i 
*1. ?i 
21, ti 
?I. i-i 

?l 

1 

1 

21. +i 
-1 

1 
1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 
21, ki 

1 
l,l 
1 

1 

1.1 
1 

t1 

Filter 

(1- NJ) 

(1 - B’) 
(I ~ B’) 
(1 - B’) 
(1 - B’) 

(1 - B) 

(1 -B) 
(I ~ BJ) 

(1 + B) 
(l- B) 

(1-B) 

(1~ B) 

(1 -B) 

(1 -B) 
(1 - B) 

(1-p B) 
(1 - B’) 

(1~ B) 
(1 ~ B)’ 

(1 -B) 

(1 -B) 
(1 -B)’ 

(1- B) 
(I ~ BZ) 

VQb 

r 

2 

2 

2 

2 

1 

1 

2 

1 

4 

3 

3 

2 

2 

2 
3 
4 

2 
2 
3 
3 
3 

3 

3 
3 

1 

lntcgration 

PI 

PI 

PI 

PI 

PI 

PI 

PI 

PI 

stationary 

(1 - B) 
PI 

PI 

PI 

p:- B) 
stationary 

PI 

p:- B) 

(1~ B) 
(1~ B) 
PI 

PI 

PI 

PI 

The HEGY method is described in the text around Eq. (2). A - means that no filter has to be applied, since the variable is 
found to he stationary. 

The VQ method is described around Eq. (7). PI means that the time series is periodically integrated. The significance level for 

the test on the value of Y is 20%. while that of the test for parameter restrictions in the cointegration vectors is 1%. 

*i are not found with the VQ method. Instead, it appears that many time series are periodically 
integrated and that a univariate periodic error correction model can be more appropriate. This implies 
that, for these series, non-stationarity and seasonality cannot be separated. Finally, in cases of periodic 
integration, the HEGY method concludes in almost all instances that the time series is either I(0, 1) or 
I( 1,O). These findings support the simulation results in Table 1. 

5. Implications for modelling and forecasting 

The outcome discussed in the previous section, that many UK macroeconomic time series are 
periodically integrated, can have implications for modelling and forecasting. We illustrate these 
implications by means of two examples. With respect to the following empirical estimation results, we 
note that all models are checked for residual autocorrelation of orders 1 and 4 (with F-type Lagrange 
multiplier tests), for ARCH(l) and ARCH(4) (with x2 tests), and for normality of the residuals. These 
diagnostic results are not shown for reasons of space. Furthermore, the final models have been found 
after a general-to-simple specification search, and the diagnostic checks do not indicate misspecification. 

First, consider the log import series, to be denoted as im,. An adequate model for this series, for 
1956.1-1988.4, is 
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irn, = I;, + 4,im,-, + t, , s = 1,2,3,4 ) (14) 

with 

r;, = 0.341 ) fi, = -0.236, fi, = 0.167, r;, = -0.270, 
(0.160) (0.165) (0.160) (0.162) 

4, = 0.966, 4, = 1.028 4, = 0.984, 4, = 1.026 . 
(0.017) (0.017) (0.017) (0.017) 

The product $J,$,&$, equals 1.003, and the F-type test for the hypothesis that this product is equal to 1 
takes a value of 0.008. An F-type test for the hypothesis that all $,s are equal, i.e. that the model is 
non-periodic, yields a value of 3.433. Hence, the model in (14) is a nice example of a periodically 
integrated model, and Osborn and Smith (1989) show that it can outperform rival non-periodic models 
with respect to forecasting performance. 

Model (14) is, however, not valid for all periodically integrated series in Table 2. Some mac- 
roeconomic series are best described by a univariate periodic error correction model, as in (8). For 
example, consider the log of the durable consumption series for which we find that there are two 
cointegration relations in the annual series containing the quarterly observations. A search for simple 
models does not yield satisfactory results, hence we decide to fit a fully specified PECM to this series. 
Since we want to evaluate its forecasts, we restrict the sample to 1955.1-1985.4, and use the period 
1986. I-1988.4 for evaluation. The two equilibrium relations between the x,,~ values are given in Fig. 1. 

It is clear that they seem to be stationary. The two cointegration relations, FEC, and SEC,, are 

and 

FEC, = 0.740x, r - 0.215x,, - 0.633x,, + 0.071x,, 

SEC, = 0.027x,, + 0.447x,, - 0.778x,, + 0.441x,, . 

Estimation results for the PECM in (8) are 

56 58 60 62 64 66 68 70 72 74 76 78 80 82 84 

_ FEC _..__ SEC 

Fig. 1. Two cointegration relations between the quarterly series 
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4x,, = -0.458 - 1.804FEC,m, + cIT , 
(0.060) (0.208) 

A?*, = 1.647 +03244,x,, - 1.520SEC,_, + e2r, 
(0.382) (0.124) (0.360) 

A,+ = -1.215 + 0.543A,x,, + l.l68SEC,_, + &37 
(0.429) (0.160) (0.399) 

(15) 

and 

4x4, = 1.185 + 0.878A,x,, - l.l17SEC,~, + cdT 
(0.326) (0.146) (0.307) 

Given that cointegration between time series also means that the forecasts will not diverge, it may be 
interesting to evaluate the forecasting performance of (15). As a rival non-periodic model, we have 
chosen a model with the time series transformed with a A, filter, as implied by the outcome of the 
HEGY method. An adequate model for this A,X, series is 

A,X, = 0.019 +0.6284,X,-, + E, - 0.655&,-, 
(0.009) (0.072) (0.097) (16) 

Also, the diagnostic checks do not reveal any misspecification for this model. From both estimated 
models (15) and (16), out-of-sample forecasts for 1986.1-1988.4 are generated for the level of the series 
X,. The outcomes of forecast evaluation criteria are shown in Table 3, where it is clear that the 
univariate PECM outperforms the rival non-periodic model. These results conform with those given in 
Osborn and Smith (1989). 

However, it may be difficult to give economic meaning to the two equilibrium relations FEC, and 
SEC,. Technically speaking it is difficult to give an interpretation to the cointegration vectors obtained 
from the Johansen and Juselius (1990) procedure without some kind of normalization. However, one 
aspect of a univariate PECM can be relevant to many economic time series, namely that the 
disequilibrium errors have different impacts in different seasons. Hence, the effects of shocks on the 
pattern of X, values vary over the seasons. For time series that show cyclical patterns, such varying 
effects can cause the series to show asymmetric cyclical behaviour. 

Univariate time series analysis is, of course, most often used as a data description tool, since 
univariate variables usually are part of a multivariate economic system. Therefore it is useful when 
there are many series to be periodically integrated to find out which type of multivariate models can 
generate univariate models like (14) and (15). When the equilibrium relations between the quarters of 

Table 3 

Forecasting performance of a non-periodic and a PECM for durable consumption 

Criteriab Models” 

Non-periodic PECM 

ME 0.061 0.009 

MAE 0.066 0.056 

MAPE 0.759 0.642 

MaxAE 0.170 0.121 

RMSE 0.079 0.067 

Sign 10 8 

a The expressions of the models can be found in (16) and (15). 

h The criteria are mean error (ME), mean absolute error (MAE), mean absolute percentage error (MAPE), the maximum 

values of the absolute errors (MaxAE), the root mean squared error (RMSE) and the number of times out of 12 forecasts the 

true observations exceed the forecasted ones (sign). 
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the univariate series itself are replaced by cointegration relations between several series, one can extend 
the univariate PECM to a multivariate PECM or to a periodic cointegration model. This model extends 
the usual cointegration concept by allowing dynamic adjustment, as well as equilibrium relations, to 
vary over the seasons. A simple example of a single-equation periodic cointegration model is 

(17) 

where (Y, and p, are seasonally varying parameters. Franses and Kloek (1991) give a detailed account of 
the representation, estimation and testing issues for such a periodic cointegration model. In summary, 
the outcome that many UK macroeconomic time series seem to be periodically integrated may be used 
as a first step in specifying periodic cointegration models. 

6. Concluding remarks 

The paper presents evidence on the seasonal patterns of several UK macroeconomic variables, 
additional to those reported in Osborn (1990). The method used is a test procedure for seasonal unit 
roots that allows parameters to vary over the seasons. Simulation results indicate that the methods 
developed in Osborn et al. (1988) and Hylleberg et al. (1990) favour the use of an inappropriate 
differencing filter when the data-generating process is periodically integrated. The application of a 
periodic generalization of one of the previous two approaches yields the result that many UK 
macroeconomic series are periodically integrated. 

This outcome has several implications. First, the seasonal behaviour of quarterly time series can be 
more complicated than the non-periodic behaviour that is often assumed to be the case. Secondly, 
models with constant parameters are misspecified in cases of periodicity. Hence, an improvement in 
forecasting performance can be expected when, for example, periodically integrated models are used. 
Thirdly, the appropriateness of non-stationary periodic models implies that, in some seasons, exogen- 
ous shocks have different effects on the time series pattern than those in other seasons. This suggests 
that variables with asymmetric cyclical behaviour can be modelled with a univariate periodic error 
correction model, in which case equilibrium relations between the seasons exist. An extension of this 
univariate model is given by a periodic cointegration model, i.e. a cointegration model in which the- 
parameters in the long-run relations are allowed to vary, as well as the adjustment parameters. 
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